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ADAPTING TO AN EVOLVING
GREEN BOND MARKET
The global green bond market has grown and changed significantly in recent years. It is
continuously evolving as issuers, investors and other market participants strive to define
and adopt best practice. The Queensland Treasury Corporation (QTC) understands that to be
effective in a changing market it is important to be agile. In addition to this, the Queensland
Government continues to search for new and innovative ways to transition to a low carbon,
climate resilient and environmentally sustainable economy for the State of Queensland.
To support the transition to a low carbon, climate resilient and environmentally sustainable
economy, QTC may issue two different types of green bonds (Bonds):
1. Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI) certified green bonds (CBI Certified Green Bonds) that are
issued in accordance with this framework (Framework) and the Climate Bonds Standard, and
2. Green bonds (Green Bonds) that are issued in accordance with this Framework and are
consistent with the International Capital Market Association (ICMA) green bond principles
(Green Bond Principles).
This multi-faceted approach to issuing green bonds enables QTC to fund a broad range of
projects that contribute to mitigation of and adaptation to climate change.

QTC’s Framework
This Framework has been developed in line with the Green Bond Principles and is consistent
with the Climate Bonds Standard. The Green Bond Principles and Climate Bonds Standard
are widely accepted in capital markets as the basis for issuance of Bonds. QTC’s Framework is
intended to provide transparency in its Bond issuances, use of proceeds and reporting.
All Bonds must be issued in accordance with this Framework. Changes to this Framework can be
made at any time, subject to internal approval by QTC’s green bond committee (the Committee).

Framework requirements
This Framework addresses each of the four key pillars of the
Green Bond Principles:
nnUse

of proceeds
for project evaluation and selection
nnManagement of proceeds, and
nnReporting and assurance.
nnProcess

Use of proceeds
Any Bonds issued by QTC will complement its core funding model
of pooling raised funds for on-lending to clients (including the
Government of Queensland, other State Government-related entities
and local governments). The net proceeds of Bonds may be allocated
(directly or notionally) to existing, new and ongoing Eligible Projects
(guidelines defined below) that have an environmental benefit
associated with the State of Queensland. This may include proceeds
used for partially or wholly re-financing existing loans or financing
of new and future loans.

Eligible Project guidelines
Eligible Projects and assets are those funded, entirely or in part,
by the Government of Queensland, other State Government-related
entities and local governments that support the transition to a low
carbon, climate resilient and environmentally sustainable economy
(Eligible Projects).
Eligible Projects may target:
nnmitigation of climate change, including improved energy
efficiency, clean energy, reduction in energy consumption,
reduction in green-house gas emissions, and/or
nnadaptation to climate change, including investments in
climate-resilient infrastructure.
Eligible Projects are projects and assets within the following
categories:
nnrenewable energy (e.g. solar, wind and geothermal)
nn energy efficiency processes and products
nnlow carbon transport and supporting infrastructure
(e.g. rail, mass transit, bus rapid transport)
nnlow carbon buildings
nninformation technology and communications
nndrought resilience and flood defence
nnenvironmentally sustainable management of living natural
resources and land use (e.g. forestry)
nnsustainable water and wastewater management
nnpreservation of the Great Barrier Reef and other natural
ecosystems, or
nnother project categories listed in the Green Bond Principles.
Prior to the issuance of any CBI Certified Green Bonds or Green Bonds,
QTC intends to provide disclosures in its issuance documentation
which accord with the pre-issuance reporting requirements set out
in the Climate Bonds Standard. At issuance, a term sheet will only be
made available to investors due to regulatory restrictions.

Process for project
evaluation and selection
QTC’s green bond committe has
representatives from across QTC and is
accountable for evaluating, maintaining a
register of and allocations to Eligible Projects,
as well as ensuring compliance with all
aspects of this Framework. For both new and
existing Bond issuances, the following matters
will be taken into account:
nnenvironmental objectives, features and
benefits of the assets and projects
nnconformance to Eligible Project guidelines
set out above
nnconformance with the Green Bond
Principles, and
nnwhere an issuance is to be CBI certified,
conformance with the Climate Bonds
Standard and CBI sector criteria.
Throughout the term of each CBI Certified
Green Bond and Green Bond, the Committee
may approve changes to the composition of
the Eligible Projects portfolio.

Management of proceeds
The net proceeds and allocation of
proceeds are tracked through QTC’s internal
information management and reporting
systems. The link between QTC’s funding
pools and Eligible Projects are managed
through an internal register and an
earmarking process that accounts for funding
allocated (directly or notionally) to Eligible
Projects and enables estimation of the share
of funds used for financing and refinancing.
Any unallocated proceeds are accounted
for in accordance with the Climate Bonds
Standard.

Reporting and Assurance
QTC monitors and reports on management of net proceeds internally,
and reports externally to investors on an annual basis through QTC’s
website. External reporting and/or updates will disclose the following
information (subject to confidentiality or competition issues):
nnnet

proceeds of the Bond(s) outstanding
Eligible Project registers including a brief description,
amounts disbursed against the Eligible Projects, the expected
environmental objectives and any relevant qualitative performance
indicators and quantitative performance measures (where feasible)
nnoverall net proceeds allocated (or re-allocated) and any unallocated
proceeds at the reporting period end
nnconfirmation all Bonds on issue are in compliance with
this Framework
nnupdates or changes to this Framework, and
nna copy of the CBI’s confirmation of certification and the verifier’s
third party verification (in the case of CBI Certified Green Bonds)
and the third party audit (in the case of Green Bonds) will also be
made available on QTC’s website.
nnupdated

This Framework has been reviewed by an independent third party
who has provided an assurance opinion confirming accordance with
the Green Bond Principles. A copy of the third-party assurance opinion
is available on QTC’s website.

Continuous
improvement
As the green bond market grows and
continues to develop, so too will QTC’s
approach as we seek to adapt to the changing
environment. Using the Climate Bonds
Standard, the Green Bond Principles and this
Framework as a base, we aim to continuously
enhance our approach and respond to
improvements as they arise.
We welcome feedback from our investors,
stakeholders and market participants on
our approach.

CBI Certified Green Bonds
As a programmatic issuer, QTC’s assurance obligations are slightly
different to those of other CBI Certified Green Bond issuers.
In accordance with the Climate Bonds Standard, QTC will select
a verifier from CBI’s list of approved verifiers to undertake a thirdparty verification to confirm that CBI Certified Green Bonds issued
by QTC are in accordance with the post-issuance requirements set
out in the Climate Bonds Standard.

Green Bonds
For each Green Bond issuance, QTC will obtain an independent third
party audit report, confirming the net proceeds of the Green Bond
have been allocated to Eligible Projects. A copy of the third party
audit report will be made available on QTC’s website.

T: +61 7 3842 4600
E: qtcgreenbond@qtc.com.au
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LEGAL NOTICE
The information presented in this document is distributed by QTC as an information source only. QTC expressly excludes any warranties concerning the
currency, accuracy, completeness, availability or suitability of the content of this document. It is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or
potential investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. This document (i)
does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, (ii) may not be sent or disseminated in, directly or indirectly, any
jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to so send or disseminate, and (iii) may not be sent or given to any person to whom it is unlawful to be so given. In
particular, securities may not be offered or sold in the United States or to ‘U.S. Persons’ (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933,
as amended (the “Securities Act’)) without registration under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of the
Securities Act and any other applicable U.S. state securities laws. You accept the sole responsibility and risk associated with any use of the content of
this document, irrespective of the purpose to which such content is applied. To the extent permitted by law, QTC disclaims all responsibility and liability
(including without limitation, liability in negligence) for any expense, damage, loss or costs which you may incur as a result of use of or reliance on the
content of this document. In no circumstances shall QTC be liable for any special, consequential or indirect loss or damage arising from your use of or
reliance on the content of this document, even if QTC is aware of the possibility of such loss.
This document may contain statements about future events and expectations that are forward looking statements. None of the future projections,
expectations, estimates or prospects in this document should be taken as forecasts or promises nor should they be taken as implying any indication,
assurance or guarantee that the assumptions on which such future projections, expectations, estimates or prospects have been prepared are correct
or exhaustive or, in the case of the assumptions, fully stated in the document. QTC has and undertakes no obligation to update, modify or amend this
document or the statements contained herein to reflect actual changes in assumptions or changes in factors affecting these statements or to otherwise
notify any addressee if any information, opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
This document is not for further distribution. By accepting this document, persons to whom this document is given agree to keep the information
confidential, not copy, reproduce, disseminate, quote, refer to or publish the document and not to disclose any of the information contained in the
document, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, to anyone, without the prior written consent of QTC, which may be withheld in its absolute discretion.

